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Yacht rental in Croatia is now very popular all along the Dalmatian coastline. Situated the
Adriatic Sea, this beautiful coastline benefits from the many islands to explore and use for
perfect anchorages, whilst on a sailing holidays. In fact, more than a thousand islands
dotted like gems along this amazing 2,000 km coastline. Hvar, Vis, Korcula, and Mljet are
just some of the most famous and beautiful islands to visit on a yacht charter.
if yacht rental Croatia you can visit many historical sites and National Parks to explore. Krka
National park with its amazing waterfalls in the North and Mljet with the wonderful lakes in
the south, are two of the most visited and accessible ones to reach as part of a yacht rental
Croatia.
Sample the amazing history and architecture, the delicious, healthy local cuisine and
interesting culture. Not forgetting the wonderful friendly locals, you will meet on the way.
So much natural beauty to enjoy as you anchor in the small coves while enjoying the sandy
beaches and clear seas, as you cruise amongst the many islands. The climate is also perfect
for the summer season, warm sunshine and varying breeze, the ideal conditions for sailing.
Simply decide your budget and group size and together we will help you find a Yacht
Rental to suit. Plus, there is a choice of so many interesting base port destinations to join
your yacht, including; Dubrovnik, Split, Trogir, or Sibenik. You are certain to experience a
wonderful sailing holiday. Contact us to secure your dream yacht rental in Croatia, you will
not be disappointed!

As suggested by the name itself, a crewed charter is one that comes with a full crew. Which
means that when you rent this yacht, you will not only receive the yacht, but its very own
crew with it as well. The rent is inclusive of the crew’s fees, which means that the payment
for this will be slightly higher than the average yacht rental. However, there are many
benefits to renting a yacht that comes with its own crew.
These include the following advantages.
First and foremost, a yacht rental croatia with crew will ensure a hassle free vacation. You
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crew will look after all your needs. Whether it is sailing the yacht, looking after the hull,
making you dinner or anything whatsoever. Your crew will be obliged to take care of all this
for you. Hence, you will be able to enjoy your vacation to the utmost as your crew tends to
your needs and requirements.
Secondly, the crew will consists of trained professionals that will know exactly how to
handle any unforeseen situation. This crew will also be responsible for your yacht’s safety
which will mean that you will not have to worry about that either!
Another advantage that comes with chartering a yacht with a crew is the fact that the crew
members consist of locals that know the Croatian terrain and the surrounding Caribbean all
too well. Which means, navigation will be incredibly easy and you will not lose any of your
precious time searching for the right location while at sea!
Sure, it may cost a little but it is as simple as going online or calling up the right companies
if you are looking for a yacht charter. Then all you have to do is sit back and enjoy your trip!
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